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February 04, 2016

Review  Grade 9 Chemistry

"What Do You Know?" Unit 1  Physical Science: Chemical Reactions

The physical sciences are concerned with the study of 
inanimate natural objects.  

Chemistry is the study of matter, its properties, how and why 
substances combine or separate to form other substances, and how 
substances interact with energy. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L2Q2q20KaEk

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r7hO1ItqXw

Periodic Table of the Elements

The periodic table of the elements is a structured arrangement of 
elements that helps us to explain and predict physical and chemical 
properties.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RRVV4Diomg

57

Elements and the Periodic Table

• Mendelev published his first periodic table in 1869 and included the 
64 elements that were then known

• The modern periodic law states - "If the elements are arranged in 
order of increasing atomic number, a pattern can be seen in which 
similar properties occur regularly"

• The repitition in the properties of the elements is a fundamental 
pattern known as the periodicity of the elements

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L2Q2q20KaEk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r7hO-1ItqXw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RRVV4Diomg
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Periodic Table Arrangement

• The elements are arranged in groups and periods:

1.  Groups
- the vertical columns on the periodic table
- also called chemical families
- new IUPAC labelling/numbering system:  Groups 1 - 18 (from left to right 
   across the table)
- old labelling system:  Roman numerals followed by the letter A or B
- includes elements with similar chemical properties
- the elements in a group have the same number of electrons in the outermost 
   shell/orbit
- the electrons in the outermost shell are called the valence numbers

2.  Periods
- the horizontal rows on the periodic table
- numbering system: 1, 2, 3, ..., 7 (from top to bottom of the table)

Periodic Table

• The periodic table shows several trends:
- the reactivity of metals decreases across a period from left to right and 
   increases down a group - therefore, the most reactive metal is rubidium

- the reactivity of nonmetals increases across a period from left to right, and 
   decreases down a group - therefore, the most reactive nonmetal is fluorine

- although the noble gases are nonmetals, they have a completely filled valence 
   shell and are unreactive

Metals                       Nonmetals

generally solids                      found in all three states

mostly hard and nonbrittle     solid nonmetals are hard

                                               but brittle

good conductors of heat         bad conductors of heat 

and electricity                         and electricity 

ductile and malleable              neither ductile nor malleable

melting points and boiling      melting points and boiling

points are generally high         points are generally low

generally lustrous and can     generally nonlustrous and

be polished                             cannot be polished                         

 

http://safeshare.tv/w/ubjnFiEZzx

http://safeshare.tv/w/CvDkQfwOLc

Periodic Table of the Elements
Chemical Periods and Groups
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Elements in the periodic table are arranged in periods (rows) 
and groups/families (columns). 
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http://safeshare.tv/w/ubjnFiEZzx
http://safeshare.tv/w/CvDkQfwOLc
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Science 10

Topics - Science 9 Text: Chapter 1 and Chapter 2

1.  types of properties: physical and chemical  



2.  physical properties -> observed with senses



3.  examples of physical properties:

               -   color                                                         -  melting point               

               -   texture                                                      -  freezing point              

               -   odor                                                          -  boiling point                

               -   lustre                                                        -   malleability                

               -   clarity                                                       -  ductility 

               -   taste                                                          -  brittleness

               -   state of matter (solid, liquid, gas)            -  solubility



4.  chemical properties ->  ability/inability to undergo a change that alters its composition



5.  examples of chemical properties include the tendency to:

               - corrode                        - explode                - react with acid

               - tarnish                         - combust               - rust        



6.  types of changes: 

     physical  - substance remains the same

                     - melting, boiling, freezing, condensing, dissolving, cutting, breaking

     chemical - substance changes into something new with new properties

                    - corroding, tarnishing, rusting, combusting, cooking

      

 7.  evidence that a chemical reaction has occurred

                   - color change                                    - formation of a precipitate (solid)                    

                   - heat or light given off                      - odor produced

                   - production of bubbles

                   - change in temperature



8.  classification of matter:

     - pure substances (elements and compounds)

     - mixtures (solutions and heterogeneous mixtures)



9.  chemical symbols and formulas:

        - state the number of different elements present in a chemical formula, the number of atoms 

          of each element, and the total number of atoms in each molecule







Topics - Science 9 Text: Chapter 3 and Chapter 4

1.  matter is made up of atoms

2.  subatomic particles: protons (+), neutrons (neutral), electrons (-)



3.  atomic number = number of protons



4.  mass number = #p + #n



5.  standard atomic notation    



6.  periodic table



7.  period and group



8.  metals/metalloids/nonmetals



9.  families of the periodic table: alkali metals, alkaline earth metals, halogens, noble gases

     periods of the periodic table: lanthanides, actinides
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Science 10 

“What Do You Know?” 

Grade 9 Chemistry Review



Name - ___________________________                          Date - __________________________





1.  What is an observation?

2.  Identify five physical properties.

3.  Identify each of the following as a physical change (P) or chemical change (C). 

 (
__
_  rusting
__
_  
melting
 
) (
__
_  
cutting
__
_  dissolving
) (
__
_  
burning
__
_  breaking
) (
__
_  cooking
__
_  
boiling
)





4.  What evidence indicates a chemical change has occurred?  Try to think of five.

5.  What are two pure substances?

6.  How do solutions and heterogeneous mixtures differ?

7.  What is matter made up of?

8.  What are the three subatomic particles?

9.  The atomic number of chlorine is 17.  How many protons and electrons are in an atom of 

     chlorine?

10.  How many protons, neutrons and electrons does magnesium-24 possess if its atomic number

       is 12?

11.  What separates the metals and nonmetals on the periodic table of elements?

12.  How do the terms “period” and “family” apply to the periodic table?

13.  Identify the elements and number of atoms in each of the following:

       a) CaF2

       b) Na2SO4

        c) Al2(CO2)3	

14.  What does WHMIS represent? 

SMART Notebook






Science 10

Activity: Molecular Models



A molecule can be represented on paper by either a molecular or a structural formula. A molecular formula indicates the number and kind of each atom present in a molecule. One familiar molecular formula is shown below. 



water: H2O

 (
O
)The molecular formulas do not provide any information concerning the actual arrangement of atoms in a molecule. Such information is given by structural formulas or skeletal structures such as the following for water.

 (
H
) (
H
)





Although we represent molecules on paper as being two-dimensional for convenience, they are actually three-dimensional. By building molecular models, chemists come to understand the bonding and shapes of even the most complex molecules.

In this activity, you will construct three-dimensional models to help you visualize the shapes of molecules.  You will use ball-and-stick type models, in which colored plastic balls represent atoms and short plastic connectors represent the bonds. The number of holes in the ball represents the maximum number of bonds that a given atom can have. The balls are color-coded so that atoms of different elements can be distinguished. A typical system is shown in the table below.

















There are several basic shapes that are developed by small molecules (no more than several atoms) and these basic shapes are shown below. As you build the molecules in this lab activity, you may refer to these “ball-and-stick” diagrams to assist you in identifying the shape of each molecule made.

























On the following pages, you will find the names and chemical formulas for a number of molecules.  Provide a structural diagram and the name of the shape of each molecule.

Pass your sheets in for marking.

















Science 10

Activity: Molecular Models



Name - ___________________________________________
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Science 10  Answer Key  Ions and Subatomic Particles.notebook September 14, 2015


Worksheet  Chemistry: Ions and Subatomic Particles


Answer Key
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